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President’s Message Layne Gardner
Oh my goodness, winter is finally here. We’ve had abnormally mild weather for December with only one
snowstorm. I have babies in the nest right now. Crazy!
Well, things have definitely changed and we are very
much aware that winter is upon us.
The breeding season went very slowly and birds really
took their getting going. However, the year ended up
just fine and I banded a good group of youngsters. The
progress with the blue white bars goes at a snail’s pace but there are nonetheless
small increments of achievement. I made some crosses with blue bars and a couple of the young are promising. I’m really excited about breeding them back into
the white bars in 2022. Now, on to the shows!

I had a great time at the Utah Premier Show, the first weekend of November. Although the group of Brunners shown was small, only 16 birds exhibited, the quality was pretty good. My favorite of the group was a black old hen of Richard
Bohman’s that went on to be crowned champion. There was also a nice spread
ash red (strawberry) young cock bird, also belonging to Richard that was awarded best young and reserve champion. Richard is building up a nice stud of Brunners and is the man to beat here in Utah. Another bird I really liked was a red old
hen of Bob Bollinger’s. We’re fortunate that Bob is willing to fly out for the
show. Thanks, Bob for your support! I have a feeling that next year’s group of
Brunners will be larger.
Next show was the Pageant of Pigeons where 35 Brunners were shown. Fred
Maenpa continues his domination and had champion, reserve, and best young.
What a fun show to attend. I’ll definitely be back again next year.
I’m excited about showing again in Amarillo. The two previous NPA Grand Nationals in Amarillo have been excellent shows. I hope you’ll consider attending
and exhibiting this January. Keep in mind that entries need to be in by December
26th. We’ve had good participation at past Amarillo shows so we’re counting on
continued good involvement at this show, too. If you’re a bit shy about presenting your birds in public, don’t worry about it. Just plunge in and show your birds.
This is a superb way to gauge the quality of your stock and to find out where improvements need to be made. Plus, it’s loads of fun!
Continued next page ….
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…. continued

I really love the bulletins that Bob puts out. They keep us informed, connected, and enthused.
However, one of the things that would make the bulletin even better would be a bit more input from
our general membership. Once again, don’t be shy. Plunge in and contribute!
Again, I’m excited to meet up in Amarillo. I’ll be in the photo room for much of the show so if I
don’t see you in the pouter section, drop by the photo room and say hi. Good times are ahead!
Layne

The Awesome
awards that
Fred has
prepared for
us at
Amarillo!!
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by Fred Maenpa

Well, we made it through another year of Covid
restrictions, mandates and uncertainties. It wasn’t easy as things seem to be in a constant state
of change with both positives and negatives to
test us on a daily basis.

was a blue Pigmy bred and
shown by Tally Mezzanatto. * Refer to Pageant
Show Report found elsewhere in this bulletin.

On the negative side, we are still dealing with
ever-changing mask requirements, continued
Covid variants and another onslaught of positive
Covid tests in our communities; all of which creates a continued feeling of uncertainty for those
of us that are older or those dealing with other
health related issues.

Coming up in January 2022
the LAPC will resume its
regular monthly meetings in a new location in the
city of Anaheim. Our old meeting location, in El
Monte, is still not open due to Covid -19 and being
located in LA County. I am also looking forward to
the NPA National in January which will be in Amarillo, Texas, January 20-22, 2022. I am honored to be
this years Brunner judge, as I will not be showing,
but I look forward to a large Brunner entry. I also
hope to see many of our AFBCC members in attendance.

On the positive side let’s talk about the things
that we have once again been allowed to experience on the west coast. In September, the LAPC
was able to stage its annual Young Bird Show and
BBQ at a park in Anaheim. It was great seeing
many of our members for the first time in well
over a year. It was a good time for all with a lot
of smiling fanciers enjoying their birds and each
other’s company.

Here we go again. Following the Great Western and
Pageant of Pigeons, I’ve experienced another big loss
with my birds. With the help of Bill Griebel, LAPC
President, we have treated my entire flock with medication, followed by deworming, probiotics and completed the program by finishing vaccinating every
bird on the property. Since beginning the program I
have limited my losses to only one or two birds. So
far, so good, and I am keeping my fingers crossed
that we solved the problem. If all goes well, I hope
to cut down my numbers and begin the breeding
season, after the National, with a renewed outlook
for success in 2022.

In October many of us attended the Great Western Show in Watsonville, CA. The show drew approximately 1500 birds and was well attended by
fanciers from as far away as Washington and
Utah. Thanks to Frank Barrachina for judging
most of the Pouter breeds. I was also honored to
judge the Norwich, Voorburgs, and English Pouters. The overall champion was a blue Voorburg
Shield Cropper, bred and shown by Hennie Kerster from Washington.
Don’t forget to order your 2022 AFBCC bands from
Mike Hughes. Remember, first come first served. Get
In November the LAPC was able to stage the Pag- them before they are gone. Good luck at all upcomeant of Pigeons in Victorville, CA. We had 2300+ ing shows including the 2022 National.
birds, with approximately 200 Pouters entered.
The Brunners were judged by Bob Bollinger our Wishing everyone a very Merry Christmas and a HapBulletin Editor and Eastern Director. He did a py New Year. Lets hope for an end to Covid-19 and
great job sorting through a fine collection of col- an even better year ahead for our wonderful hobby.
or classes. The remaining Pouter Breeds were See you in Texas.
judged by Ron Johnson, Frank Barrachina, and
myself. The overall Champion Pouter & Cropper As always, Fred Maenpa, AFBCC, Vice President
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From the Midwest Director
Hello from the great
Great Plains!
It's been a strange year
for weather. Ordinarily
this time of year we
have cold and ice at least a couple of times already. This is the 3rd week in December and only a dusting of snow once, and it was gone by
the next day. The weather has been so warm
that I haven't had to use the water heaters yet.
I banded fewer birds this spring by design. Only
had half of my individual pens finished so only
mated half of my breeders. Moved out the Dragoons and Hollies. Decided to reduce the herd
by almost half, so anyone needing any birds in
Brunners, Horseman or Pigmys please text me
at 402-570-3393. I'll fix you up.
Attended 3 shows so far. First one was the AFBCC District Meet at Fort Dodge IA. There were
150 Pouters and Croppers, with about 35 Brunners I think. The cool thing was all of the juniors
showing pouters. Most of them were also at
DesMoines also. I never got to see the complete
results but Campion was a gorgeous white yc
that was shown by Rick and Becky Wood's
granddaughter. Reserve was my recessive yellow T-pattern opal OC. We pick the Top 5 here
and I also had 2nd Reserve through 4th Reserve
with Indigo bar OC, indigo bar OH and blue bar
OH respectively. The Champion Brunner was
also in the Top 4 Pouters or Croppers. Nice to
see Mike Hughes at the show. He judged many
of the pouters, and I was very pleased and surprised when he picked my almond YC as Reserve
Champion Horseman.
On a sad note, this was the last time that I got
to see Rick Wood. He wasn't at DesMoines but
sent birds there. He passed away just after the
show. Rick will be greatly missed at our Pouter

Carlin Wisenhunt

shows for sure. My deepest
Condolences to Becky and the whole family.
Next show was at Hutchinson KS. Very nice show as
usual. Bobby Watson was the show judge so my
main competition was unable to show. There were
only around 30 pouters in 5 breeds, and half were
mine. Had Champion Pouter with khaki bar Horseman OH.
DesMoines was a very nice show as usual, about
3000 birds. This was also a AFBCC District Meet.
Never got number of Pouters or show results. Since
the big German show got cancelled due to covid,
Bob decided to attend, and he got photos of the
results,, so I'll let him take care of that. I believe this
Bob's first trip to the DesMoines show. I hope that
it's not the last.
All I have to say is that Kaley Clark kicked my but
again with one of her beautiful whites. I have never
won champ at DesMoines. I can't say how many
times I've got reserve, and its usually a Clark white.
She also had Champion Junior with her Champion
Voorburg. Her Dad taught her well. Jeff was driven
by his grand parents every month from Omaha to
Lincoln to attend meetings of Joan and my 4H club
from 8 years old till he graduated high school. He's
now one of the top Fantail breeders in the country.
Very proud of them both.
I never had time for photos as I had 36 birds in the
for sale section and was scooting (literally) back and
forth. Moved them all, and hope to get good homes
for 50 or 60 more.
Next up is the NPA National. I plan to show all three
breeds, but mainly almonds in both Horseman and
Brunners. I hope to see you all there.
CANT WAIT!!!

Carlin
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Bob Bollinger

This year I seized the opportunity to take an early retirement. Having more time has allowed me
to more thoroughly enjoy the birds, update the
loft, and go to many shows. I was lucky to get to
Louisville, the Premier Show in Utah, DesMoines,
and the Pageant in CA. These were all really nice
shows and it was good to get back in the swing
of things.

year. After nearly being wiped out in
2020, I was able to
recover and build a
nice show team. I
plan to raise even
more birds in 2022 to
help build some reserves and have some more
spares to share with new breeders.

Here in the East we have had several local
shows. Brunners have been well represented
and actually took Best of Show at the White
Rose Show in PA and Second Best in Show at the
EHPC show in PA. People are really starting to
take notice of our birds and appreciate their
overall quality.

I expect a nice Pouter Cropper show at Lancaster and I am looking forward to another good
turnout in Amarillo. With more time on my
hands I plan to drive to Amarillo. I’m sure the
show will be worth it! Looking forward to seeing you all there!

I am generally pleased with my breeding this

Bob

From the Bulletin Editor

Bob Bollinger

Thanks again to all who submitted material for the bulletin!
With limited activities in 2020 and 2021, we were only able to publish two
bulletins each year as there was so little happening. Moving forward, I am
hopeful we can get back to our normal cadence of 3 per year. I plan to
publish our first 2022 in early February after the Lancaster, PA show and
the Amarillo National. We should have a lot to talk about after these
events and our annual meeting. If you have anything else to contribute,
please try to send it to me by the end of January.
At the end of this bulletin are preliminary copies of potential updates to our Constitution and Bylaws as well as our Standard. These are for your review prior to our annual meeting in Amarillo. I
am really excited to get our club documents digitized and our standard text clarified to match our
current practices. More about these later in the bulletin.
I recently heard some feedback that members would like more content in the bulletin. Please feel
free to shoot me a mail with any suggestions for additional material to publish. We could reprint
some of our old articles. They may be helpful to newcomers. Let me know what you think!
In the process of tidying our club documents, I also updated our club order form. Please take a look
at the end of the bulletin and let me know what you think.
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Interesting Pictures

What a lovely
painting by JeanLouis Frindel.
Andalusian is my
favorite color and
this one is
absolutely
brilliant.

« printed with autorisation by the artist »

An older picture, but still noteworthy.
Especially the thin waist.
It seems that pieds are smaller and
more refined, especially in Germany.
Picture: 96 rated, ,Nurnberg 2012, Josef Wetzel
© Layne Gardner
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Shows in the East
Brunners were well represented at several shows in
the East. While overall numbers are still recovering
from events of the last two years, the Brunners
stood out on the broader stage in the following
events;
NYBS, Louisville, KY
Judge - Mike Craft
Champion Brunner - Red YC #710 - Bob Bollinger
This bird then went on to win Reserve Champion
Pouter Cropper Overall (vs 85 pouter croppers)
White Rose Pigeon Assn, Manchester, PA
Judge - Eric Kooker
Best of Show - Red YC #710 (vs 190 birds overall)
EHPC Winter Show, Chambersburg, PA
Judge - Danny Garling
Reserve Champion - Best of Show - Red YC #710
(vs 231 birds overall)

Other photos:
Black White Bar YC #701 - NYBS Best WB
Yellow YH #706 - NYBS Reserve Champ. Brunner
Both by Bob Bollinger
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Premier Show, November 5-6, 2021, Grantsville, Utah

© Layne Gardner

© Layne Gardner

Champion Brunner

Reserve Champion Brunner

Black OH #321

Strawberry YC #744

Richard Bohman

Richard Bohman
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More pictures from the Premier Show

© Layne Gardner

© Layne Gardner

© Layne Gardner

© Layne Gardner
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Pageant Pictures from Layne

© Layne Gardner
Champion Brunner
White OH #317
Fred Maenpa

© Layne Gardner
Black Tiger OC #375
Leon Stephens

© Layne Gardner
Reserve Champion Brunner
Black OH #1131
Fred Maenpa

© Layne Gardner
Blue Bar Pied OC 418
Fred Maenpa
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More Pageant Pictures from Layne

© Layne Gardner

© Layne Gardner

Blue Check OC #1123
Fred Maenpa

© Layne Gardner
OH #399

Red OH #1115
Jim Symington

© Layne Gardner
Cream Bar

© Layne Gardner
Blue Bar YC #22
Fred Maenpa

Blue White Bar OC #157
Beals & Gardner

© Layne Gardner
Yellow OC #441
Fred Maenpa
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Great Western Show, October 9-10, 2021, Watsonville, CA

Champion Brunner
White OH #3
Fred Maenpa

Best Young Brunner
Blue YC #22
Fred Maenpa
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National Agenda, Constitution Update, and Standard Clarification
by Layne Gardner and Bob Bollinger

Looking forward to Amarillo, we will plan to hold our club “Annual” meeting. Along with the typical
agenda, we will also plan to have a discussion and gain alignment on two important updates / clarifications:
1. Constitution and By-Laws Update - We started looking for an electronic copy of our original constitution quite a while ago. Unfortunately, all we could find was an old paper copy. While scanning and digitizing this, it became apparent that there were several items that were out of date
versus our current practices. While there are no huge differences, it makes sense to clean this up
prior to publishing .
2. Standards Text - Historically, our breed has been very lucky in that all counties are basically looking for the same pigeon. With a number of our members traveling to Europe and our using European judges for some events here in the US, our members have been well calibrated. We have
all been following the same approach and are looking for the same features. As we looked at the
current text and picture in the NPA standards book. It was clear that these were rather out of
date versus current practices. We then reached out to others who were tidying up standards in
Europe. They shared their standard text and they also agreed to allow us to use their most recent standard picture. It makes sense for us to harmonize our text and picture to the European
standard. This was developed in the Czech Republic (country of origin for the breed) and is recognized throughout Europe. Canada has also aligned to this text. This is very opportune time to
update and harmonize our standard as the NPA has a committee working on an update to the
book of standards in 2022.
Attached to this bulletin are our existing Constitution and By-Laws and the proposed standard clarification. Please take a look at these prior to our meeting to prepare for our discussions at Amarillo.
In the Constitution we have highlighted areas that are not consistent with current practices and
added suggestions for members to consider. The standard is pretty much a direct translation of the
Czech EE standard with a few terms changed to our “American” vernacular (in yellow highlight) and
the addition of our points structure.

Amarillo Meeting Agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
9.
10.

ROLL CALL OF OFFICERS
REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT
REPORT OF THE SECRETARY/TREASURER
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
NEW BUSINESS
DISCUSSION
ADJOURNMENT
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Canadian Show Results
from Jerry Sindelar

Woodstock 50th Anniversary Show
Champion Brunner:Young Cock Kite #463 J. Sindelar
Reserve Champion Brunner:Young Cock Blue Bar #455 G. McGaffin
Best of Color
Red - #93 OC J. Sindelar
Kite - #463 YC J.Sindelar
Blue Bar - #455 YC G. McGaffin
Bronze - #55 OC C. Power
Black - #82 OH J.Sindelar
Mealy - #397 YC F. Jucknat
Indigo Bar - #598 YC F. Cursio
Silver Bar - #58 YH F. Cursio
Dun Tiger - #851 OC F. Cursio
Almond - #28 OH C. Power

Western Canadian National Show
Vancouver, B.C.
November 5 and 6, 2021
Judge: Bob Pilcher
Champion Brunner – Red Y.C. #320 – Hally Coates

Reserve Champion Pouter/Cropper: Brunner – Red Y.C. #320 – Hally Coates
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Pictures from a Show in the Czech Republic
from Jerry Sindelar
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Club Officers 2020

President—Layne Gardner

Vice President- Fred Maenpa

Secretary / Treasurer - Mike Hughes

Western Director - Corey
Hayes

Midwest Director - Carlin
Wisenhunt

Eastern Director & Bulletin
Editor - Bob Bollinger

Canadian Director—Open
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Upcoming Events
Please send me your
2022 Show Schedules as
soon as you get them!
September 2022
October 2022

January 2022

Reading Pigeon Association
Pouters and Croppers hosted by: EPCC
Lancaster, PA
January 13-16, 2022
Contact: Bob Bollinger

NPA Grand National

November 2022

Amarillo, TX
AFBCC Meet
January 20-22, 2022

Contact: Layne Gardner

December 2022

Other Notable Shows

European Shows are less sure this
year. More to come.
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Buy - Sell - Swap

This section is free for members to trade birds and enhance our
breeding pens! Just mail your advertisement to Bob !
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To join or renew

